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(Editor's Note: This completes Walter Breen's updated history
of the large size Legal Tender notes which was begun in
Paper Money No. 67.1

FIFTH ISSUE. SERIES 1901

TEN DOLLARS. The famous Bison or Buffalo issue.
Left and right, busts of Lewis and Clark, by G.F.C.Smillie
after Walter Shirlaw. Center, bison, by Marcus Baldwin
after Charles Knight. Overall design credited to Ostrander
Smith, which probably means borders and layout. Rev.
Ceres, uncredited. The new design was originally intended
to stimulate interest in the forthcoming Lewis & Clark
Exposition (Portland, Oregon, 1905). A total of
133,718,000 printed, according to Hessler, in nine signature
combinations. There are four blocks (all
incomplete—complete would mean 100,000,000) plus the
star or replacement block *-B. The following tabulation
conveniently summarizes all.

It looks as though there might have been about six times
as many of either block -: :- or block E :- as of either A, B
or D, which difference in rarity ought to be reflected in

F Sigs. Block Observed Range
114 L-R -.:- 1733-46426808 Plates to 321
115 L-T A :- 2-9237625
116 V-T B :- 439810-9669717
117 V-Mc D 2602669-2920778

*-B 1664
118 N-Mc D :- 7480868-11371027

*-B "30xxx"
N-Thompson Proofs only

119 P-B E :- 1947739-9896481
*-B

120 T-B E :- 11682824-17808148
*B

121 E-W E :- 18217808-28832904
*-B 240283-413466

122 S-W E :- 26254529 -60776076
*-B 466665-624972

pricing. F-122 is by far the commonest of these, yet in mint
state it is very seldom available, and the others are even
more difficult to find choice—an odd parallel to that other
design triumph, the Educational notes, though to be sure
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more were saved of those. The final delivery consisted of
5,872,000 notes, Aug. 1-12, 1925.

Some time in block E :-, during the Teehee-Burke joint
tenure, a change was made in the face plates (discovered by
Rev. Frank Hutchins). Type I (as previously) has plate
number under right check letter, as high as 91, whereas
type II (as in later signature combinations) has plate
number right of right check letter. In F-120 type II, plate
numbers come as high as 117 (continued from type I?).
F-121 has face plates of Type II only to date; back plates of
type A or B. Type A has plate number at lower right
corner, type B has it at lower left corner. Type A plates
have been seen numbered as high as 337. Type B resumed
numbering from 1. F-122 comes with Type II face plates
and both types of back plates; but the face plates resumed
numbering from 1 to 71.

Star notes are of extreme rarity in all varieties except
F-122 and even in this signature combination they are very
rare, probably not over a dozen being known. None are
reported in F-119 or 120. The mentioned low star note in
F-121 is ex W.A.Philpott, Amon Carter Jr.; the high star in

F-122 turned up at the 1975 Central States convention.
During the period before World War I, a few collectors

became interested in low or unusual SNs, and as a result
several have been preserved in this design, though to be sure
their major efforts were concentrated in the Silver
Certificates. The mentioned low in F-114 is ex
F.C.C.Boyd:160. In F-115, A2 is pictured in Friedberg; 4
was Sweyd:983; 5, Donlon ex 1963 FUN:287; 10,
Boyd:162.

A single invert of F-114 was in Kagin 214:1825 (Oct.
31, 1957).

SERIES 1907

For unknown reasons, these $5s are listed in Treasury
reports as still Fourth Issue. The designs are as in Series
1880 except that a red overprinted V/DOLLARS is at left;
red SNs. Hessler gives the printage as 440,128,000, but SN
data indicate that the true amount may be higher, unless
some SN ranges were omitted from the known blocks. The
following tabulation is a convenient overview:
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F Sigs. Block Observed Range
83 V-T A :- 5-31408951
84 V-Mc B  :- 7628752-30285290

*-B 71641
85 N-Mc B 35144553-80274354

427077
86 N-T D :- 4-1096606
87 P-B E :- 8-83116430

H :- 41894629
*-B 504640-590470

88 T-B E :- 52730811-92720003
H :- 9-39875629
*-B 1189467-1584065

89 H :- 45219371-59105283
*-B 1673601-1778859

90 E-W H :- 51225289-64578773
*-B 1796865

91 S-W H :- 68237745-98657277
K :- 867585-99823570
M  :- 10188033-50190628
*-B 1917686-3201018

92 W-W M :- 31293964-48300313
*-B 2386217-3231780

From the above it appears that blocks B, E, H, K were
completed (100,000,000 each), but A and M and especially
D were far from it. However, if we assume that the four
"complete" blocks actually were, that accounts for
400,000,000 of the reported printage, and the high SN's in
blocks A, D and M add up to a little over 80 million more,
from which it follows either that the reported printage
figure is a typographical error or that some of the blocks
contained gaps amounting to over 40 million notes. Some
of the overlaps within a given block are explainable as
reversions, earlier signed plates being put into use after later
signed ones, a practice familiar from the Silver Certificates,
in which it was usual until recent years.

A single uncut sheet is reported of F-90, ex
Grinne11:422, Joe Flynn; I have not seen it. Face plate 2.

In F-88 (Teehee-Burke joint tenure) slight changes were
made in face plates. Type I has, as previously, plate number
under right check letter; numbers as high as 494. Type II
has plate number to right of right check letter; numbers
seen 1285 to 1853, and this type continues through F-92,
though numbering resumes from 1 later on—possibly in all
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signature combinations from F90 on, as the F-90 sheet is
supposedly from face plate 2, and in F-92 plate numbers
are seen from 4 to 18. Back plates were also slightly
changed in F-89: Type A, as previously, has plate number
at top of empty space (numbers to 624), whereas Type B
has plate number at lower left part of the same space
(numbering resumed from 1). F-90 and 91 come with both
types of reverse; F-92 comes with Type B but may also
exist with Type A. This discovery, like the corresponding
one in Bisons, is by Rev. Frank Hutchins, who has been of
great help in this study.

Star notes in this series are. very rare in all signature
combinations for which they are known, and extremely
rare in all but the last two. The unique (?) F-85 star was
discovered by Rev. Hutchins, who also found the reported
highs in F-91 and 92 stars. The reported high star in F-87
turned up at the 1976 Central States convention.
Mehl-Grinne11:1972 was a cut sheet of F-88 stars.

Low and unusual numbers in this series were also
collected by the same people who went in for them in the
Bison notes, and in slightly greater quantity. Among others
may be mentioned:

F-83. A5, ex Walton:1318; A6, face plate 5, back plate
7, ex Grinne11:102, later R.F.Schermerhorn estate. A10,
Kagin 307:51.

F-86. Carmi Thompson autographed several sheets,
which were cut up and presented to friends. Autographed
notes include D4, ex 1963 FUN:270; D5, ex Kagin
286:648; D8, ex Kagin 9/74:1118; D9, ex 1957
ANA:3043; D10, ex Kagin 226:1238; D18, ex
Grinne11:105; D20, ex W.A.Philpott Jr., later Donlon; and
D55, pvt. coll. Face plates on the F86s include 1035, 1037,
1041, 1045, and probably others. At least one cut sheet is
reported.

ONE DOLLAR. Four signature combinations. The
1,000,000,000 printage implies ten complete blocks, or
nine and part of a tenth with a goodly quantity of stars. To
date blocks AA, BA, DA, EA, HA, KA, MA, NA and RA
are thought to be complete, with TA more than half so; in
addition, there were more than 14,000,000 star notes. The
following tabulation conveniently summarizes all this.

F Sigs. Block Observed Range
36 T-B A-A 10-93727461

B-A 5-99999999
D-A 15475872-60694544
E-A May exist as reversions
5 -B 8197-4105930

37 E-B B-A May exist
D-A 83286484-92723980
E-A 9-99638579
H-A 5-98982055
K-A 33-99999999
M-A 9-77277
N-A May exist as reversions
*-B 4599917-10929993

37a BE H-A 9135960-17592992
Plate 1519 only

38 E-W K-A 92012394-92012794
M-A 9000000-99999998
N-A 10-78692075
R-A, T-amay exist as reversions
*-B 11135483

39 S-W M-A 7928500/-99998999
N-A 6-94288360
R-A 5-96216700
T-A 5279680-66367900
*-B 11612700-14083242

F-87. E8 was Grinne11:106; E10, Walton: 1321.
F-88. H9 was Grinne11:107; H11, 33 and 44, ex Donlon.
F-91. No low numbers, only unusual ones. M22222222 and

42000000, ex Donlon, as is K66444444.

Changeover pairs exist between F-91 and 92 in block M.
The "Pcblic" notes, with an apparent misspelling of the

word "PUBLIC" in upper part of text on backs, are from
back plates 311 and 404 in block M of F-91, and from back
plate 417 in F-92; origin uncertain, possibly damage to a
master plate or transfer roll.

SERIES OF 1917

This consists only of $1 and $2 notes; types as the last
1880s, but SNs are now red. Issued in enormous quantities.
Hessler says one billion $1s were printed, and 289,420,000
$2s, but the actual amounts may be still higher.

During the Elliott-White joint tenure, slight changes were
made in the back plate. Type A, as previously, has back
plate number at bottom of kidney-shaped empty space;
numbers as high as 1957. Type B has back plate number at
lower right of same space; numbering resumed from 1 and
comes as high as 79. The same types are found in F-39. As
yet it is not known which type is rarer in either. Discovered
by Rev. Hutchins.

The F-37a "transposed signatures", Burke on left, Elliott
on right, is the result of error on a single plate, 1519-all
four subjects, as a cut sheet exists (H17592017-20A). All
specimens I have seen are in block H-A, and they come
from four batches, represented by 9135950, 13233997-99,
13592xxx, and 17592017-2992.

Low and unusual numbers were collected in fair
quantity. Among others may be mentioned the following.

F-36. In blockAA, 10 is in pvt. coll., 33 ex Zaremba:403
(Stack Sept., 1970), 50 ex Kagin 297:888, 1974
MANA:423; 75 ex Kagin 297:889, 1974 MANA:424; 300
ex Kagin 9/71:690; 500 ex Kagin 297:888, 1974
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MANA:423. In block B-A, 5 is in pvt. coll., 8 ex
Limpert:48, 9 ex Donlon, 15 ex Grinne11:57, 34 ex
Limpert:49; 55, 66 ex Donlon; 600 ex Stack's; 700ex 1971
ANA:1543; 2000 ex Donlon; 7000 ex Zaremba:404;
99999999 ex Dean Oakes.

F-37. In block EA, 9 is ex Donlon, 15 ex Grinne11:58. In
block H-A, 5 is in pvt. coll., 9, 33, 55, 66 and 99 all ex
Donlon. In block K-A, 33 and 44 are ex Donlon; 1000,
Amon Carter Jr.; 99999999, ex 1963 FUN:227, Donlon. In
block M-A (which in F-37 is a very rare block), 9 is ex
Donlon, 700 1971 ANA:1543, 999 ex Donlon and 1900 ex
Limpert. There is also an invert, block and SN unknown to
me, ex New Netherlands 37:230.

F-38. In block MA, 9000000 is ex New Netherlands
37:232; 99999998, Grinne11:60. In block N-A, 10 ex Kagin
284:1606.

F-39. In block MA, 99998999 is in pvt. coll. In block
NA, 6 is ex Kagin 282:731; 22, 55, 66 and 77 ex George H.
Blake, who was one of the originators of this collecting
specialty; 700 ex 1971 ANA:1543; 1900 ex Limpert:53;
60000000, pvt. coll. In block R-A, nos. 5 to 8 (cut sheet)

and 9 are ex Donlon, as are nos. 33 and the reconstructed
sheet 1909-12; 1917-20, reconstructed sheet, pvt. coll.;
6666666, pvt. coll.

Stars are rare in F-36, scarce in F-37 and 39, and there is
no rumor of a duplicate F-38. I must here publicly thank
Dr. Bernard Schaaf, Michael A. Crabb, Douglas Murray, and
Dean Oakes for important help in research. With SN's
ranging into the 14 millions, stars ought to be easier to
obtain in this issue, but they are not; probably relatively
few were released.

In block H-A is a famous numbering error: left
64500001, right 64510001, ex Col. Green.

TWO DOLLARS. Four signature combinations. The
289,420,000 reported printed would imply two complete
blocks plus most of a third. What we find is AA, BA and
DA complete, plus EA somewhat over one-fourth complete,
together with over four million stars. Either the reported
printage involves typographical error, or there were many
gaps in blocks DA and EA, or many notes were not
released, or some combination of these. The subjoined
tabulation explains it:

isiv*E8Dift alie
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F Sigs. Block Observed Range
57 T-B A-A 13-71191151

*_B 2413-611598
58 E-B A-A 73208564-100000000

B-A 1-79127918
*.B 1263110-1945994

59 E-W A-A May exist
B-A 24360811-73537506
D-A, E-A may exist as reversions
*OB 2234347-2366563

60 S-W B-A 44615668-98115650
D-A 13686211-96948368
E-A 10133868-26970011
5 -B 3212224-4269622

During the Elliott-White joint tenure, slight changes were
made in the back plates. Type A, as previously, has plate
numbers in left end of the arrowhead-shaped empty space;
numbers as high as 235. Type B, as in F-60, has plate
numbers in lower right corner of that same space;
numbering resumes from 1 and is as high as 39. Both types
are found also in F-60. It is as yet unknown which is scarcer
in either signature variety.

Stars are very rare in all signature combinations. The
mentioned high star in F-57 is an invert; compare
Mehl-Grinnell Dups.: 1850, "Practically Unc.," at $3.15.
There is a cut sheet of stars in F-57, *12857-60B, ex
W.A.Philpott Jr., 1971.

Low and unusual numbers are nearly as plentiful as in
the $1s, thanks to the same people, largely George H.
Blake, Col. Green, and later Grinnell and Donlon. Among
others the following deserve mention.

In F-57, block AA, no. 13 is in pvt. coll.; 19 ex
Grinne11:79; 22 ex 1963 FUN:244, Donlon; 33 and 44 ex
Donlon; 90 ex 1974 MANA:974; 60006 ex Kagin 285:237.

In F-58, block A-A, the final no. 100000000 is in Amon
Carter Jr. coll., face plate 192, back plate 225. In block
B-A, the first sheet (1 to 4), cut up, was Kagin 298:834; no.
5 Grinne11:80 to Wade; 8, Limpert; 9, 1975 Metropolitan
Washington:1110; 26, Dr. Bolt:1763; 11, 33, 44, Donlon;
70, 80 and 90, in various Kagin sales.

In F-60, block B-A, no. 55555555 has been in various
Kagin sales; in block D-A, no. 81888888 was Grinne11:82,
later Donlon; 95000000, New Netherlands 37:231. An
invert, block and SN unknown, was Mehl-Grinnell
Dups.:1851.

SERIES 1923
Only two denominations, $1 and $10, both totally

redesigned, the $1 becoming the prototype in layout for
the small size notes of 1928. Both denominations are signed
Speelman-White, with red SN's in block A-B; star notes are

in block *-D. Both have red denomination overprint at
right, with the same seal at left as formerly.

ONE DOLLAR. Vignette of Washington, but different
from those earlier used. Central reverse design is somewhat
after the style of that used on the 1913 $50 gold
certificates. There are two minor varieties of face plates; the
earlier (plate 1-39 and others), lack, while the later ones
(plates 265-271, others to 345) have an extra curved line in
field parallel to the curved edge just below left edge of
lower right counter. Call these types I and II. Back plates
also come in two varieties: Plates as high as 894 have a
single inner curve at lower right border, plate 1524 and
others to 1805 have a double inner curve at this same
point .. There are three combinations, I-A, II-A and II-B;
I-B is not yet reported but may exist.

Official range in block A-B is 1 81872000. Observed
range is 26 to 81780886. Issue was stopped as of Dec. 22,
1925. Apparently 8-subject plates were used, one panel
vertically lettered A-B-C-D, the other E-F-G-H. No uncut
sheets are known, though many 4-subject cut panels and
reconstructed panels are known. Low numbers were saved
in considerably less quantity than the 1917 series; these
deserve mention: 26 (face plate 1, back plate 86),
R.F.Schermerhorn estate; 33, Limpert:58, later Kagin
279:198; 57, face plate 1, back plate 108, Schermerhorn
estate; 69-72, reconstructed panel, Grinne11:437, later 1964
ANA:1003; 73, Grinne11:62; 78, Mehl-Grinnell Dups.:951;
111, Grinne11:346, later Kagin 216:559; 117, Sweyd:920;
121-4, cut panel, Grinne11:254; 125, Mehl-Grinnell Dups.:
952; 222, Grinnell:347; 225, Merkin; 414-416, 1971
ANA:1148; 461-4, cut panel, Mehl-Grinnell Dups.: 2000;
510, L.S.Werner; 1921-24, cut panel, Mehl-Grinnell Dups.:
2001; 2332, J.M.Wade; 3049-50, Mehl-Grinnell Dups.:
2002; 3100, 3200, pvt. coils.; 4114, Sweyd:921; 4411, face
plate 4, back plate 1, Schermerhorn estate; 6900,
A.E.Bebee; 8000, Mehl-Grinnell Dups.:953. No repeaters,
palindromes, etc., in higher ranges.

Star notes, as usual, were not mentioned in official
reports; quantity printed or issued unknown. Observed
range is *3050-433450D. They are rare, possibly two
dozen in all being reported, but half this number consisted
of cut panels from one of the two tiny hoards:

	*4213-1611,	 ex F.C.C. Boyd

	

*4401-04D, 	 Kagin, 1975 Metro. Washington: 1098

	

*4429-3213, 	 Donlon.

The first hoard consisted of scattered numbers in the
range *4212-4501D, the second of even more widely
scattered numbers in the range *335364-433450D. The

Continued on page 304
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NATIONAL CURRENCY OF EL PASO
Continued from page 264

bank had $2,580 out in 1910. The Series 1975 $5
illustrated, is one of only 35 known Texas First Charters;
therefore, this State National Bank note is probably unique.

In the ten mail bid sales which William P. Donlon has
conducted (almost 8,500 lots) he has offered only four
notes from El Paso, representing three banks. Two were
from The First National Bank, and one each from The City
National Bank and El Paso National Bank. Grinnell had
only one (First National Bank) in his celebrated sales.

As an appeal, I would like to request that anyone
knowing of the missing notes from the banks of El Paso,
please let me know. Corrections will be appreciated as well.

References:
Anton, William T., Perlmutter, Morey, The Albert A.

Grinnell Collection of United States Paper Money
(Barney Bluestone—Cataloger) Reprint 1971

Donlon, Wm. C., Mail Bid Sales, 1971-1976, Utica, New
York

O'Donnell, C., The Standard Handbook Of Modern U.S.
Paper Money, Williamstown, New Jersey, 1975

Private correspondence with—Roman Latimer, Robert
Medlar, and one anonymous collector who has been most
helpful with illustrations and issuance information.

TWENTIETH CENTURY U.S. NOTES
Continued from page 272

most unusual number I have met with is *26962D, the
palindrome reported by F.A.Nowak, who independently
studied this series in PM 37:3 (v10n1 , 1971).

TEN DOLLARS. Vignette of Jackson, based on the
same Sully portrait earlier used by Andrew Sealey for the
1869 fives. Back features three lOs in glory. Official and
observed range in block A-B, 1-696000, the final note
from face and back plates 3, though higher plate numbers
are known. Eight-subject sheets as on $1. Earlier estimates
had it that only 50 to 60 survive in all grades; Hessler says
that about 50 are known in mint state. A tiny hoard was
discovered including scattered notes in 6959xx. All were
released Feb. 6-20, 1926. No. 1 is in a pvt. coll.; no. 5,
Grinne11:130. Mehl-Grinnell Dups.:2005 was a cut panel.

For many years it was believed that no star notes were
issued. I have seen one, *135D, reported by Dr. Bernard
Schaaf, and have heard of one other, also with a low
number, but have not seen it; but then a monograph could
be filled with similar reports of unseen rarities.

Collectors able to improve on the observed SN ranges for
any of these earlier issues are urged to contact me so that
the eventual book version of these serials will represent the
most up-to-date state of currency research. The importance
of SN ranges should be obvious enough: detailed knowledge
of them allows one to infer quantities issued compared with
official reports, or to fill in gaps in the latter. The ultimate
goal is to achieve for large size notes of all kinds (aside from
Nationals) what Chuck O'Donnell has been doing for small
size notes.

THE MYSTERIOUS BANK
At the Rhode Island Historical Society there is a copper

plate which is engraved on both sides. On the one side is the
note of the Farmers Exchange Bank of Gloucester, a bank
all too real in the history of dubious banking. On the other,
the note from the Portsmouth Bank. There is a Portsmouth,
Rhode Island, but we can find no evidence that it ever had
a bank. Can anyone provide information on this?

VERY FIRST NATIONALS
Although it was chartered as the 26th National Bank in

the U.S., The First N.B. of Washington, D.C. was the first
for which National Currency was printed and issued; on
Dec. 21, 1863. An Original $5 from that bank, in F-VF
grade, was offered in the recent mail auction by Hickman &
Oakes where it drew a bid of $2,100, more than twice
estimate. Also sold with the note was a die proof of the
main title vignette.
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